NOW! OBTAIN IMMEDIATE PRINTED EVIDENCE OF BREATH ALCOHOL TEST RESULTS

Introducing the:

LION ALCOLMETER 500P

HOW?

By using the NEW LION BREATHALYZER/PRINTER MODEL 500P

Now available at about half of the cost of the previous breathalyzer/printer model available

The LION ALCOLMETER 500 and its printer are both housed in a compact and sturdy carry case which contains the following:

* LION ALCOLMETER 500 breathalyzer.
* Battery powered printer for multiple printouts
* Connecting cable between the breathalyzer and the printer
* Spare mouthpieces
* Spare printer rolls
* User manual

The printouts have proven to be valuable evidence in disciplinary hearings

LION ALCOLMETER MODEL 500

The LION ALCOLMETER can be purchased and used on its own i.e. without the printer and other items.

FOR HIGH SPEED ALCOHOL TESTING

LION AlcoBlow

the fastest, easiest to use alcohol tester ever devised

Up to six tests per minute can be achieved!

Very economical operation, no disposable mouthpieces are required. The subject simply blows into a cone at the end of the instrument. The test result is indicated by three coloured lights within seconds.

A highly effective testing procedure used by hundreds of Alco-Safe c.c clients is to use LION AlcoBlows for an initial test and if positive to then confirm the result and obtain a printout with a tester such as the LION 500P. Leaving a 20 minute time period between the initial and the confirmatory tests removes false high readings arising from alcohol in the mouth contained in cough mixture and breath fresheners for example.

For all the information you require regarding BREATH ALCOHOL TESTING

visit our website at www.alcoholtesting.co.za  
e-mail: alcosafe@icon.co.za  
Tel: +27 12 343 8114 • Fax: +27 12 343 5774

DRUG TESTING? Alco-Safe c.c. also provides an electronic tester with printouts and disposable test kits for multiple drug tests.
Simple, 5 step Operating Procedure!

1. Switch 500 on: Auto-diagnostics
2. Unwrap and fit a new mouthpiece
3. Instruct subject: take sample
4. Observe reading: inform subject
5. Print: add names and sign

Comprehensive Printout

A Complete, Go-Anywhere System...

- Fully protective carry case, measures 322x276x74 cm
- Houses 500 instrument, printer, printer charger, 2 spare printer rolls, plus 10 disposable mouthpieces.
- Ideal for field use.
- Complete kit weighs only 1500 gm

Technical Details...

- Fuel cell sensor: highly specific to breath alcohol.
- Operating temperature range: 0 - 40°C
- Alcohol measuring range: 0 - 2.00mg/L BrAC.
- Warm up time: there is no heating, so no warm-up time.
- Recovery time: under 60 seconds at 0.35mg/L.
- Memory: around 3,000 complete tests.
- Instrument power supply: 2xAA cells (over 750 tests).
- Printer power supply: rechargeable only.

Outstanding features include:

* Foolproof, simple, automatic operation. The resultant elimination of any operator error makes the 500P the ideal tester for use in alcohol control programmes, benefiting both management and unions alike.
* Automatic system-error check, on switch-on.
* Very portable and weatherproof. The 500P can be used anywhere.
* The last calibration check date and time is always indicated on the printout. This is good for calibration reminders and in disciplinary hearings.
* All breath test records around 3000 tests, are stored and can be downloaded to a PC for management analysis or viewed on the instrument screen.
* Easy Breath Sampling with text reports on the screen indicating the subjects breathing behaviour.

Call us or visit our website to obtain assistance in setting up and operating a substance abuse policy/programme.